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Senior Banquet 2018
The AVID Senior Banquet lasted for only a couple of hours last school year on June
8th, 2018 in the north gym, but it will be a day to remember for the people who
attended it because it was the time and place where the AVID seniors reunite once
again to celebrate with fellow AVID seniors, the AVID teachers, the AVID tutors, and
their own families on graduating high school as a proud AVID senior. There was
delicious food, such as chicken alfredo and vegetarian pasta catered by Olive
Garden. There were beautiful decorations such as illuminating lights, balloons of
different colors, small table lanterns and a banner showing college acceptances for
the AVID seniors. There were little kids running around playing with one another,
parents laughing, grandparents saying how proud they were of their grandchildren,
and AVID teachers crying tears of joy. There was even a professional photo booth!
Mini AVID senior scholarships were given out to some of the AVID seniors. Many of
the AVID teachers such as Mrs. Blackstone gave speeches about how proud and
happy they were to have taught the AVID class of 2018. AVID tutor, Ms. Pesak,
delivered her speech on how this will be her last year being an AVID tutoring at
Garden Grove High School. She wishes AVID Seniors the best of luck. Many thanks
should be given to the AVID juniors because they were the ones who planned and
served at the AVID Senior Banquet. However, a bigger thanks and recognition
should be for the AVID teachers because without their help and guidance the
banquet would not have been possible. Ultimately, the AVID Senior Banquet was
not just a gathering of students, teachers, and relatives, but a gathering of a family.
The AVID family. -Tam Kien

Deadlines for Seniors
UC Applications open for
submission November 1
EOP (CSU only) Application
Deadline November 30
CSU/UC Application Deadline
November 30

SAT Test Date November 3
October 5 (regular registration deadline), October
24 (late registration deadline)
SAT Test LAST CHANCE December 1
November 2 (regular registration deadline),
November 20 (late registration deadline)
ACT Test LAST CHANCE December 8
November 2 (regular registration deadline),
November 19 (late registration deadline)

HOBY Leadership Conference
In the spring, AVID teachers chose Loc Vu and Hector Pinto to attend the HOBY conference. This county-wide leadership conference takes place over
three days two nights at Chapman University where students work together on the campus in Orange. HOBY programs are meant to inspire and develop
youth that are recognized for and have a passion to develop their leadership talents. GGHS AVID views all AVID students as potential leaders: dedicated to
service, innovative, empowered and catalysts for positive change in small and great ways. Hector Pinto shared that HOBY was “an amazing experience; I
met so many new friends, and learned so much about what makes a great leader.” Hector also learned that “there are different types of leaders depending
on your personality.” Loc reflected on the experience and expressed that one of the major themes of the weekend was “how to be inviting to everyone."
One must also include and motivate those students that are quiet and don't necessarily participate. Loc remembers another important idea, “this conference
[wasn’t] for me- it [was] for the other lives that will be changed when I return to school”.
Who will be our next HOBY candidates? If you are a sophomore then stay tuned for the announcement in the spring. The AVID program covers the cost
of the conference for the participants. -Mrs. Hathaway
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Huntington Library Field Trip
At the end of the year, the freshmen were supposed to go on an
educational field trip to a college; however, there were a few issues that
led to a change in plans. Instead of going to UCR and Cal Poly
Pomona, on June 2nd, the freshmen got to experience the beautiful
gardens and cultural center of the Huntington Library. There, everyone
got to see the wonders of nature from the Bonsai trees of the Japanese
Garden to the gorgeous roses of the Shakespeare garden!
The first part of the day consisted of a tour given by a nice man who
worked in the gardens and then afterwards adventuring from one
garden to the next. During that tour, we watched a dragonfly in its last
moments, struggling to escape the deadly maw of two hungry koi fish.
At lunchtime everyone split off and visited different spots to eat, as well
as each group visiting gardens that weren’t seen during the tour. One
garden that was particularly fun was the herb garden. Despite its
underwhelming title, it was a different experience from the other
gardens due to its scratch and sniff theme. Unfortunately, a problem
quickly a-rose, as a few groups got lost along the way, but don’t worry,
everyone was accounted for. Overall, the Huntington was an amazing
replacement for the would have been college freshmen field trip. Ms.
Stoner liked it so much, she is considering going with next year's
freshmen students as well. -Jocelin Martinez

Bridge Day 2018
AVID Bridge Day: basically the introduction to GGHS AVID for freshman. An
astonishing amount of students and parents showed up on August 21st beginning at
9:30 am. After a basic introduction on what parts of AVID are important to remember,
such as the advantages of being an AVID scholar and the well-known binder check,
tour groups were made and the rush around the school began. While tours were
happening Ms.Stoner and few students left to fetch pizza for lunch.
The tour was quite simple, if not for the fact that the campus is huge, especially on
your first year of high school. AVID committee members took groups of about 20-30
people to view the Cafeteria, P-Town, Library and Bookstore, Gyms, Stadium, Offices
(such as Guidance), and also highlighted the abundant opportunities to join clubs and
sports. These tours were pretty informational and I sure wish I had one when I was a
Freshman (I didn’t know about Bridge day and got lost six times the first day).
The best part of Bridge Day were the games/ice breakers. In the first game,
everyone had to tear off however many sheets of toilet paper they wanted. No one,
except the AVID Committee, knew why they were doing it, though some were asked
“Are you sure?” when taking over twelve pieces. After everyone had taken some toilet
paper, some cautiously, while others were more confident in how much they took, we
dropped the bomb: everyone had to tell facts about themselves based on the number
of toilet paper sheets they had taken. Next we played human knot, where we split
everyone into two groups and separated them. Although the vibe of the freshman
was awkward at first, their true colors and leadership shined once we started. Leaders
appeared in both groups and I’m sure you could’ve heard the gears grinding in
everyone’s head. Both teams had a ton of fun going against each other, even though
the prize was simply bragging rights. The day ended with a human obstacle course
where each team had to guide a blindfolded teammate through an obstacle course
entirely made of people. All in all, AVID Bridge day was a day for learning and getting
to know the AVID program at Garden Grove. -Nanny Nguyen

